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In this study, a pioneer selective video encryption (PSVE) algorithm is proposed based on the pseudorandom number generator
(PRNG) of the Zipf distribution (Z-PRNG). It is a general algorithm with high efciency and security. Te encryption process is
completely separable from the video coding process. In the PSVE algorithm, Z-PRNG is designed based on the 3D SCL-HMC
hyperchaotic map. Firstly, encapsulated byte sequence payloads (EBSPs) are extracted from the video bitstream. Secondly,
random numbers of the Zipf distribution are generated by Z-PRNG, and they are used to randomly select encrypted data from
each EBSP. Lastly, the extracted data are encrypted by AES-CTR to obtain the encrypted video. Compared with existing al-
gorithms, the encryption position is more fexible, and the key space is further enhanced.Te high efciency video coding (HEVC)
video and the advanced video coding (AVC) video are taken as examples to test the PSVE algorithm.Te analysis results show that
the proposed scheme can efectively resist common attacks, and its time complexity is much less than most existing algorithms.

1. Introduction

With the development of network technology and the
availability of multimedia applications, video has become
the most prevalent information carrier in visualized com-
munication. Statistics show that video accounts for about
80% of data trafc. Terefore, the security and efciency of
video communication have been widely noted in medicine,
education, military, and other felds.

At present, many video encryption algorithms (VEAs)
have been proposed based on video coding standards, such
as H.264/AVC [1] and H.265/HEVC [2]. Video compression
coding can greatly reduce data redundancy. Terefore,
compared with VEAs before compression coding, VEAs
based on compression coding are more efcient and more
appropriate for real-time video protection. Tese VEAs are
roughly divided into two categories: (1) encryption through
video coding [3–23] and (2) encryption after video coding
[24–32]. Category (1) is embedded into one of the steps of
the video coding standard, mostly before entropy coding.
Although these algorithms prove their efectiveness, they
must modify the structure of the video coding standard.

Terefore, category (1) is not applicable to existing standard
codecs. In contrast, category (2) has more fexibility and is
implemented separately from video coding, so it is more
suitable for encrypting encoded video bitstream. However,
the encryption position can be more fexible and the en-
cryption efciency can be further improved.

Chaos plays a signifcant role in cryptography in that
chaotic signals present randomness, high complexity, and
sensitivity to initial conditions. Sallam et al. proposed an
efcient HEVC selective stream encryption algorithm based
on the logistic chaotic map [10]. Nevertheless, one-di-
mensional chaotic map is relatively simple in structure and
the system parameter μ is easily estimated. Liu et al. designed
a video encryption scheme based on the integer dynamic
coupling tent map [17]. Te improved tent map is more
efective at encrypting video, but the improvement is shown
to be limited. Terefore, the random performance of chaotic
systems for video encryption can be further enhanced.

A pioneer selective video encryption (PSVE) algorithm is
proposed in this study. It is completely separable from video
coding and the encryption position extends to the encap-
sulated byte sequence payloads (EBSPs) of the video
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bitstream. In the PSVE algorithm, a pseudorandom number
generator (PRNG) of Zipf distribution, namely, Z-PRNG, is
generated based on the 3D SCL-HMC hyperchaotic map. It
determines the encryption position in the EBSPs and the
corresponding data are extracted. Te traditional encryption
algorithm AES-CTR is used to encrypt the extracted data.
Diferent from existing VEAs, the key structure of the
proposed algorithm has two parts: (1) the initial key of the
3D SCL-HMC key1 and (2) the initial key of AES-CTR key2.
Te encryption position varies with the initial key of the 3D
SCL-HMC map key1. High efciency video coding (HEVC)
and advanced video coding (AVC) are two common video
coding standards, and they are used to test the proposed
PSVE algorithm. Security analysis results show that it can
resist common attacks. Encryption efciency analysis results
show that the time complexity is much less than most
existing VEAs. Te main contributions of this study are as
follows:

(i) A novel PRNG is designed based on the 3D SCL-
HMC hyperchaotic map, namely, Z-PRNG. It is in
Zipf distribution. Compared with random numbers
of uniform distribution, the proposed Z-PRNG is
more applicable in video encryption.

(ii) A PSVE scheme is proposed using Z-PRNG. It
applies to H.265/HEVC bitstream and H.264/AVC
bitstream. Te performance analysis demonstrates
that the proposed PSVE scheme has high efciency
and it is highly capable of resisting attacks.

(iii) Te performance of the proposed PSVE scheme is
compared with other existing schemes. Te results
show that the PSVE scheme causes signifcant im-
provements in key space, resistance to chosen-
plaintext attack, and separability while meeting the
compression ratio and real-time requirements.

Te rest of this study is organized as follows. Te related
work of video encryption based on compression coding is
introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, data extraction based
on Z-PRNG is presented. In Section 4, the PSVE scheme is
proposed. In Section 5, the performance of the PSVE al-
gorithm is analyzed. Finally, the conclusion and future di-
rections are discussed in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Most existing VEAs are inseparable from video coding. Neda
et al. encrypted DCTcoefcients after the zigzag scanning in
the AVC standard [8], unafecting the bitstream compliance
and compression ratio. Peng et al. encrypted multiple syntax
elements before the entropy coding process in the HEVC
standard, and coefcient scrambling is utilized to further
improve the security [14]. However, these algorithms must
modify the structure of the video coding standard to a
specifc codec including the encryption process. Tus, they
are not applicable to existing standard codecs and are not
compatible with other video coding formats. Moreover, the
cipher stream of their algorithms has no correlation with the
original video sequence, thus failing to resistchosen-

plaintext attack. Compared with encryption algorithms
through video coding, existing VEAs after video coding are
more fexible to encrypt the encoded video bitstream. Yang
et al. partly decoded the HEVC bitstream, and then, four
syntax elements in bypass mode are extracted to encrypt
[24]. Li et al. encrypted the most signifcant bits for video
reconstruction without changing the structure of the H.264
standard codec [26]. In the two schemes, the compression
and encryption processes were carried out separately.
However, they only selected the syntax elements encoded by
fxed length, such as the sufx of Exp-Golomb code and
truncated rice code. Tese VEAs ensure the format com-
patibility of encrypted videos. Nevertheless, the encryption
position is shown to be limited. In video encryption, format
compatibility is dispensable in some practical applications.
Taking video secure storage as an example, encrypted video
content is unnecessary to maintain format compatibility. In
addition, partial decoding is indispensable in these algo-
rithms, consuming most of the decryption time. Ten, some
VEAs are based on the bitstream of network abstract layer
unit (NALU) data, breaking the format compatibility. Lee
and Jang encrypted the HEVC bitstream using the NALU
Header [29], whereas the NALU header records the content
characteristics of NALU, and it ensures the fault tolerance of
online video information transmission. Terefore, NALU
header is not suitable for encryption. Hao et al. selected VPS,
SPS, and PPS to encrypt private videos [30]. However, the
extracted data are orderly and many video sequences have
identical parameter set information. Terefore, VPS, SPS,
and PPS are also not appropriate for video encryption. Ting
et al. utilized the bitstream of video coding layer (VCL) data
[31]. Te NALU bodies of I slices are encrypted by the AES
block cipher and those of B/P slices are encrypted with the
CBC-mode XOR algorithm. Te algorithm is capable of
resisting chosen-plaintext attack. However, the position
information of encrypted videos is still public and can be
directly obtained without the initial key. Meanwhile, the
encryption efciency remains to be further improved.

To solve the above problems in the existing VEAs, the
PSVE algorithm is proposed using the 3D SCL-HMC and
Z-PRNG.

3. Data Extraction Based on Z-PRNG

3.1. Data Extraction in Video Bitstream. NALU is the en-
capsulation for the H.265/HEVC and H.264/AVC standard.
Te video bitstream is transmitted over the network in the
form of NALUs.Te NALU has two categories, including (1)
VCL NALU and (2) non-VCL NALU. Every NALU consists
of NALU header and an EBSP.

Temost sensitive data are expected to be extracted from
the video bitstream. As shown in Figure 1, the EBSPs in VCL
NALU are extracted. In the H.265/HEVC or H.264/AVC
standards, diferent EBSPs are encoded and decoded inde-
pendently. As the video bitstream is highly compressed, the
data in the same EBSP are highly correlated. If the front data
of one EBSP are encrypted, it will have a signifcant impact
on the following data in the same EBSP. By Z-PRNG, more
front data in EBSPs are extracted and then encrypted, so the
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video stream will undergo distortion propagated from the
encrypted data. Te specifc process of generating Z-PRNG
is introduced in 4.1.

3.2. Te 3D SCL-HMC Chaotic Map

3.2.1. Te Defnition of 3D SCL-HMC. In this section, a
novel three-dimensional chaotic map, namely, 3D SCL-
HMC, is proposed based on the hybrid modulation coupling
(HMC) pattern [33]. Te seed maps of 3D SCL-HMC are
Sine map, Chebyshev map, and a simple linear map, and
then, the 3D SCL-HMC is defned as follows:

xi+1 � ksin acos barccosxi(  zi + c( ( ,

yi+1 � ksin acos barccosyi(  xi+1 + c( ( ,

zi+1 � ksin acos barccoszi(  yi+1 + c( ( ,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(1)

where x, y, and z are the state variables of the 3D SCL-HMC
map, k, a, b, and c are the system parameters,
x, y, z ∈ [−1, 1], k ∈ (0, 1], a, b ∈ (0, +∞), and
c ∈ (−∞, +∞). k and a are the system parameters of Sine
chaotic map. b and c are the system parameters of Chebyshev
chaotic map and the simple linear map, respectively. In the
3D SCL-HMC chaotic map, parameter k controls amplitude.
Parameters a and b are perturbation frequencies. Parameter
c controls ofset degree. We set k � 1, a � 2π, b � π, c � 8;
the attractor of the 3D SCL-HMC map is shown in Figure 2.
With three state variables and four system parameters, its
distribution is more random than its seed chaotic maps.

3.2.2. Performance Evaluation of the 3D SCL-HMC. Te
Lyapunov exponent (LE) spectrum and permutation en-
tropy (PE) complexity are used to analyze the dynamical
properties of the 3D SCL-HMC map. Te LE spectrum is a
signifcant indicator for analyzing dynamics of chaotic maps.
Figure 3 shows the LE spectrum versus parameters k, a, b,
and c. λ1, λ2, and λ3 are LEs. A positive LE means that the
adjacent trajectories in this direction are exponentially
separated, and it indicates that the system is chaotic. If there
exist two or more positive LEs, the system is hyperchaotic.
From Figure 3, the 3D SCL-HMC map has three stable
positive LEs, verifying that it is hyperchaotic.

PE complexity is an efective way to evaluate the pre-
dictability and randomness of chaotic maps. Figure 4 ana-
lyzes the PE complexity of the 3D SCL-HMC map.
Compared with three existing chaotic maps [33, 34], it has a
larger and more stable PE complexity value. Terefore, the
3D SCL-HMC hyperchaotic map has higher complexity and

more stable dynamical behaviors, which is feasible for video
encryption.

4. The Proposed PSVE Scheme

4.1.TeGeneration of Z-PRNG. Based on the 3D SCL-HMC
map, the random number R is generated by

Ri � mod xi + yi + zi, 1( . (2)

Figure 5 shows the frequency distribution of R. It
produces an almost uniform distribution at the interval (0,
1), which has good randomness for Z-PRNG. Subsequently,
using the inverse transformation, Z-PRNG Zp is designed as

Zpi � ceil e
Ri×ln NEBSP( ) , (3)

where ceil(•) denotes the minimal integer that is not less
than • and NEBSP is the total number of bytes in each EBSP.
Ri ∈ (0, 1); thus, Zpi ∈ [1, NEBSP]. For every iteration, Zpi is
generated by equation (3). Ten, the Zpith byte in EBSP is
extracted based on Z-PRNG Zp. Zpi is also recorded si-
multaneously, and it determines encryption position. As
shown in Figure 6, when the random number Zpi is equal to
1, the frst byte in EBSP is extracted. Based on the recorded
value Zpi, the encrypted byte can be put back into the
original EBSP. As Zp is a PRNG of Zipf distribution, more
front bytes in EBSPs are extracted.

Here, a comparative experiment is carried out to verify the
validity of Z-PRNG. Taking the RaceHorses video sequence as
an example, 10 bytes are extracted from the frst frame. In
Figure 7(b), the bytes are randomly extracted; thus, each byte
has the same probability to be extracted. In Figure 7(c),
Z-PRNG is used and more front bytes in each EBSP are
extracted. Obviously, Figure 7(c) has higher perceived se-
curity. Hence, Z-PRNG is more suitable for video encryption.

Moreover, the encryption position is fxed in the existing
VEAs. Te position information of encrypted videos is
public and can be obtained without the initial key. In the
proposed algorithm, the encryption position varies with the
initial key of the 3D SCL-HMC map key1. Both position
information and encryption data information are indis-
pensable to decrypt video. Terefore, compared with
existing VEAs, the proposed algorithm based on Z-PRNG
has a high level of difculty to be penetrated.

4.2. Video Encryption Algorithm. As shown in Figure 8, the
encryption process is independent of the video coding
process. After video coding, the specifc encryption algo-
rithm is introduced as follows.

NALU NALU NALU NALU NALU NALU

EBSP

Z-PRNG

EBSP EBSP EBSP

: EBSP

: Extracted bits

: NALU Header. . .. . .

. . .

Figure 1: Data extraction in the video bitstream.
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Figure 3: Lyapunov exponent spectrum of 3D SCL-HMC. (a) a � 2π, b � π, c � 8; (b) k � 1, b � π, c � 8; (c) k � 1, a � 2π, c � 8; (d) k �

1, a � 2π, b � π.
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4.2.1. Data Extraction

Step 1: based on the video bitstream, we extract the EBSPs in
VCL NALU, namely, DEBSP.

Step 2: we set the initial key of the 3D SCL-HMC chaotic
map key1 and then design Z-PRNG Zp by equation (3).

Step 3: for each EBSP in DEBSP, we generate nEBSP random
numbers based on Z-PRNG Zp. nEBSP is the number of
extracted bytes in each EBSP, which is defned as follows:

nEBSP �
2, β × NEBSP < � 2,

β × NEBSP, β × NEBSP > 2,
 (4)

where β is the extraction ratio. By (4), at least 2 bytes are
extracted from each EBSP in DEBSP.

Step 4: based on the random numbers Zp1, Zp2,. . ., ZpnEBSP
,

we extract the Zp1th byte, Zp2th byte,. . ., ZpnEBSP
th byte

from each EBSP inDEBSP. By this way, the extracted data Dori
are obtained in DEBSP.

Step 5: we record the value Zpi corresponding to each
extracted byte, which determines the encryption position.

4.2.2. Data Encryption

Step 6: we set the initial key key2 of AES-CTR, and we then
encrypt the extracted data Dori by AES-CTR. Tus, the
encrypted data Den are obtained.

Step 7: we put Den back into the original video bitstream
based on the encryption position information Zpi. Ten, the
encrypted video bitstream Ven is obtained.

4.3. Video Decryption Algorithm. As shown in Figure 9, the
video decryption algorithm is the inverse of the encryption
algorithm. Similarly, by the initial key key1, an identical
Z-PRNG Zp is generated, and it is used to extract Den from
Ven. Using the initial key key2, Den is decrypted into Dori by
AES-CTR. Putting Dori back into Ven based on Z-PRNG Zp,
the decrypted video bitstream Vde is obtained.

5. Experimental Results and
Performance Analysis

Two experiments are carried out to test the PSVE algorithm.
Te frst one is based on HEVC bitstream and the second
one is applied to AVC bitstream.

5.1. HEVC Bitstream. In this section, twelve benchmark
video sequences are used to analyze the proposed scheme.
Table 1 defnes these video sequences.Tese video sequences
have diferent resolutions, motions, colors, objects, and
frame rates.Tey are compressed into the video bitstream by
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Figure 6: Byte extraction in EBSP based on Z-PRNG.
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H.265 encoder HM-16.9 and are decoded based on the
FFmpeg library.Te proposed PSVE scheme is applied to the
twelve benchmark video sequences for low delay mode.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7: Video encryption with two comparative extractionmethods. (a) original frame #1; (b) encrypted frame #1 by randomly extraction;
(c) encrypted frame #1 by Z-PRNG.

Video Encoder

Video Bitstream

Encrypted Video Bitstream

NALU NALU
. . .

NALU
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. . .

NALU

EBSP EBSP

. . .

EBSP

ExtractZ-PRNG

key1

Put Back

AES key2

Video Decoder

Encrypted Video

Original Video

Figure 8: Te encryption process.

Z-PRNG

key1

Encrypted Video Bitstream

Encrypted Video Bitstream

NALU NALU
. . .

NALU

NALU NALU
. . .

NALU

Put Back

AES key2

Figure 9: Te decryption process.

Table 1: Twelve benchmark video sequences.

Video sequence Resolution Frame rate
Mobile 352 × 288 30
Foreman 352 × 288 30
RaceHorses 416 × 240 30
BlowingBubbles 416 × 240 50
PartyScene 832 × 480 50
BasketballDrillText 832 × 480 60
FourPeople 1280 × 720 60
Johnny 1280 × 720 60
ChinaSpeed 1024 × 768 30
BQTerrace 1920 × 1080 60
Traffic 2560 × 1600 30
PeopleOnStreet 2560 × 1600 30
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5.1.1. Experimental Results. Te extraction ratio β is set to
0.001, and QP is set to 24. Figure 10 shows the encryption
results of some sample frames. By encrypting only about
0.1% of the video bitstream, the decoded frames after en-
cryption have obvious visual degradation, indicating that the
proposed PSVE algorithm is efective.

5.1.2. Key Space Analysis. Te key security can be satisfed
when the key space is more than 2128. Te key structure of
the proposed PSVE algorithm has two parts: (1) the initial
key of the 3D SCL-HMC chaotic map key1 and (2) the initial
key of AES-CTR algorithm key2. key1 determines the en-
cryption position and key2 is used to decrypt the encrypted
bytes.Te 3D SCL-HMC chaotic map has three initial values
and four system parameters [x0, y0, z0, k, a, b, c]. From
Figure 3(a), since the hyperchaotic state of parameter k is
only stable in the range of [0.7 1], k is set as constant 1 in the
proposed PSVE scheme. Ten, the key structure of key1 is
shown in Figure 11. From Figures 2 and 3(b)–3(d), the 3D
SCL-HMC can be ensured in hyperchaotic state when
x0, y0, z0 ∈ (0, 1) and a, b, c ∈ [4, 14]. If stored in a double-
precision decimal based on IEEE 754 standard, the 52-bit
fraction can be traversed for x0, y0, z0, a, b, and c. Tereby,
the key space Sk1 > (252)6 � 2312. Te key length of key2 is
256 bits; thus, the key space Sk2 � 2256. Terefore, the key
space of the proposed PSVE algorithm
Sk � Sk1 × Sk2 > 2312 × 2256 > 2568 > 2128, indicating that
brute-force attack can be efectively resisted in the proposed
algorithm.

5.1.3. Key Sensitivity Analysis. To ensure key validity, key
sensitivity is used to evaluate cryptosystems. Taking Fore-
man as an example, key1 is set as {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 4, 4, 4}, and
key2 is set as {0xA0, 0x7F, 0xA5, 0xAE, 0x2C, 0x26, 0xCB,
0xAB, 0xEA, 0xA6, 0x18, 0x3D, 0x59, 0x5C, 0x22, 0x27,
0x31, 0x85, 0xEB, 0x0E, 0x88, 0xFF, 0x00, 0xCF, 0x67, 0x60,
0x4A, 0x7E, 0xDE, 0x46, 0x76, and 0xCF}. key2 is slightly
changed by only 1 bit to obtain key∗2 , and key∗2 is defned as
{0xB0, 0x7F, 0xA5, 0xAE, 0x2C, 0x26, 0xCB, 0xAB, 0xEA,
0xA6, 0x18, 0x3D, 0x59, 0x5C, 0x22, 0x27, 0x31, 0x85, 0xEB,
0x0E, 0x88, 0xFF, 0x00, 0xCF, 0x67, 0x60, 0x4A, 0x7E,
0xDE, 0x46, 0x76, 0xCF}. Te test results are displayed in
Figure 12. When key1 or key2 is slightly changed, the
encrypted frame has an obvious diference. In the decryption
process, the video information of decrypted frame is still
obscured when a slight disturbance is applied to the key.
Terefore, the PSVE scheme has key sensitivity.

Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural simi-
larity index (SSIM) are two objective indicators to evaluate
the quality of the encrypted frames.Te PSNR is described as
follows:

PSNR � 10lg
255 × 255

1/MH × NV(  
MH

i�1 
NV

j�1 (X(i, j) − Y(i, j))
2, (5)

where MH × NV is the size of the video frame. X and Y

represent the original frame and the encrypted frame, re-
spectively. Generally, when PSNR< 15, the encrypted frame

provides little information about the original frame. Te
SSIM is defned as follows:

SSIM �
2μXμY + k1L( 

2
  2σXY + k2L( 

2
 

μ2X + μ2Y + k1L( 
2

  σ2X + σ2Y + k2L( 
2

 
, (6)

where μX, μY, σX, σY, and σXY are the average, variance, and
covariance values of the original frame X and the encrypted
frame Y. In (6), L� 255, k1 � 0.01, k2 � 0.03, and SSIM
∈ (0, 1). A smaller value of SSIM implies a higher level of
distortion.

Table 2 shows the results without encryption and with
the PSVE scheme for diferent QPs. Te average PSNR
without encryption is greater than 40. Using the PSVE
scheme, the average PSNR is reduced to below 10.Te PSNR
value has a signifcant distortion, indicating that the pro-
posed PSVE scheme has a remarkable efect on the quality of
the video sequences.Te average SSIMwithout encryption is
greater than 0.95. Te video content of the decoded frames
can be clearly and objectively recognized. By contrast, the
average SSIM is down to roughly 0.2 based on the PSVE
scheme. Hence, the texture and color information of video
frames have been greatly protected.

5.1.4. Edge Detection Attack Analysis. Edge detection is a
signifcant indicator for evaluating the similarity of video
frames before and after encryption. Human visual cells are
particularly sensitive to the edges of objects. Provided that an
encryption algorithm fails to resist edge detection attacks,
some edge information will be detected in the encrypted
video frames, thereby obtaining the outline and texture
features of the original video frames. Here, the Laplace edge
detection method is used to analyze the edge diference
between the original and the encrypted video frames. Fig-
ure 13 shows the edge information for the RaceHorses video
and FourPeople video. Te results indicate that the struc-
tural information is heavily distorted in the encrypted video
frames.

5.1.5. Chosen-Plaintext Attack Analysis. Te chosen-plain-
text attack is a common classical cipher attack. In this case,
diferent plaintexts are chosen and the corresponding ci-
phertexts can be obtained by attackers. To decrypt the PSVE
algorithm, two steps are carried out for attackers to obtain
the video information: (1) determining the encryption po-
sition and (2) decrypting the encrypted bytes. Here, the
twelve benchmark video sequences are encrypted using the
identical key1 and key2. Although key1 and key2 are fxed,
NEBSP remains diferent for diferent NALUs. Table 3 lists
the frst four encryption position Zpi for two NALUs in
diferent video sequences. It indicates that the encryption
position Zpi still varies with diferent NALUs. Terefore,
with identical key1 and key2, provided that a video sequence
and its corresponding encrypted video sequence are ob-
tained by attackers, the encryption position and encryption
bytes in other video sequences are still unable to be inferred.
Tus, the chosen-plaintext attack is efectively resisted in the
proposed PSVE algorithm.

Security and Communication Networks 7



5.1.6. Replacement Attack Analysis. To further analyze the
security of the PSVE algorithm, a replacement attack is
introduced. In this case, the encrypted data is replaced
with arbitrary data to obtain plaintext information.
Constant 0, constant 1, and the most likely values by

statistical analysis are three common data to measure the
replacement attack. For example, Xu et al. replaced the
encrypted data with constant values 0 and 1 [5]; Liu
et al. substituted the encrypted elements with the most
likely values [17]. In the PSVE algorithm, the encrypted

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o) (p)

(q) (r) (s) (t)

(u) (v) (w) (x)

Figure 10:Te encryption results for H.265/HEVC (Mobile, RaceHorses, PartyScene, FourPeople, ChinaSpeed, and BQTerrace). (a), (e), (i),
(m), (q), and (u) are the original frame #1. (b), (f ), (j), (n), (r), and (v) are the encrypted frame #1; (c), (g), (k), (o), (s), and (w) are the original
frame #30. (d), (h), (l), (p), (t), and (x) are the encrypted frame #30.
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bytes have no statistical characteristics, which means
they are unable to be statistically analyzed. Terefore,
constant 0, constant 1 and a random sequence are used to
replace the encrypted bytes. Figure 14 shows the results of
Mobile video under replacement attack. Te encrypted
frame #1 and frame #30 in Mobile video are still not
intelligible, verifying the efectiveness against the re-
placement attack.

To further analyze the resistance of the proposed PSVE
algorithm to edge detection attack, the edge diference ratio
(EDR) is introduced and it is defned as follows:

EDR �


MH

i�1 
NV

j�1
X(i, j) − Y(i, j)


MH

i�1 
NV

j�1
X(i, j) + Y(i, j)

, (7)

where MH × NV is the size of video frames and X(i, j) and
Y(i, j) represent the edge detection pixel value of the
original video frames and the encrypted video frames, re-
spectively. Te maximum EDR is 1, and a higher EDR in-
dicates that the structural information is more distorted.Te
EDR results for diferent video sequences are listed in Ta-
ble 2. When directly decoding the video bitstream without
encryption, the average EDR of the twelve video sequences is
around 0.1. In this case, the decoded video frames can be
clearly and objectively recognized by human eyes. After
encryption, the average value is about 0.93. Te video
structural information has been severely confused, indi-
cating that the proposed PSVE algorithm has high credibility
to resist edge detection attack.

Table 2: PSNR, SSIM, and EDR for diferent video sequences.

Video sequence QP
No encryption PSVE

PSNR SSIM EDR PSNR SSIM EDR

Mobile
12 49.1033 0.9975 0.0100 8.6521 0.1310 0.9141
24 38.9049 0.9853 0.0371 8.7431 0.0705 0.9036
36 28.5705 0.9187 0.1437 9.3351 0.0884 0.9182

Foreman
12 48.9449 0.9940 0.0205 8.5377 0.2155 0.9456
24 39.9376 0.9602 0.0703 8.7782 0.2291 0.9506
36 32.4865 0.8743 0.2511 8.7335 0.2237 0.9375

RaceHorses
12 48.8825 0.9960 0.0162 8.1842 0.1630 0.9316
24 39.3717 0.9762 0.0524 11.2873 0.2194 0.9267
36 30.1591 0.8524 0.1991 10.5863 0.1429 0.9184

BlowingBubbles
12 48.9663 0.9963 0.0218 10.6231 0.1433 0.9159
24 38.3567 0.9612 0.0748 12.0370 0.2310 0.9116
36 29.7703 0.8199 0.2769 8.0457 0.0754 0.9419

PartyScene
12 48.9596 0.9975 0.0183 8.6571 0.1264 0.9089
24 38.1691 0.9725 0.0582 7.4854 0.1123 0.9140
36 28.5790 0.8466 0.2291 7.6365 0.1244 0.9293

BasketballDrillText
12 48.9237 0.9941 0.0256 10.4350 0.2240 0.9288
24 39.5332 0.9529 0.0849 9.2593 0.2029 0.9404
36 32.3320 0.8469 0.2655 7.4385 0.2996 0.9349

FourPeople
12 48.6720 0.9918 0.0237 8.8782 0.1139 0.9496
24 41.5336 0.9679 0.0784 7.7886 0.2376 0.9394
36 34.8005 0.9265 0.2743 7.9617 0.2117 0.9303

Johnny
12 48.5209 0.9898 0.0468 9.6130 0.3182 0.9490
24 41.8492 0.9622 0.1596 7.3256 0.3401 0.9533
36 36.4757 0.9250 0.4170 7.7162 0.3326 0.9522

ChinaSpeed
12 51.9060 0.9962 0.0149 8.6246 0.2275 0.9667
24 44.3273 0.9872 0.0481 7.1939 0.1401 0.9403
36 34.9800 0.9415 0.1566 8.6434 0.1574 0.9341

BQTerrace
12 49.3648 0.9961 0.0206 7.4070 0.2712 0.9482
24 39.6137 0.9624 0.0626 7.1680 0.2114 0.9234
36 31.0648 0.8708 0.2183 7.6153 0.2447 0.9414

Trafc
12 48.8009 0.9932 0.0246 11.1436 0.3912 0.9288
24 40.8377 0.9689 0.0856 10.5217 0.3402 0.9265
36 33.6454 0.8953 0.2969 8.1236 0.3551 0.9204

PeopleOnStreet
12 49.0432 0.9943 0.0187 9.0149 0.3456 0.9431
24 40.6894 0.9692 0.0655 8.2083 0.2845 0.9440
36 33.3617 0.8896 0.2390 8.7074 0.3534 0.9505

Average — 40.5399 0.9510 0.1141 8.7808 0.2194 0.9337
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5.1.7. Encryption Efciency Analysis. Besides security, en-
cryption efciency is also an essential indicator. Te exper-
imental environment is Visual Studio 2013 with an Intel Core
i5-10400 CPU @ 2.90GHz and 16.0GB RAM on the Win-
dows 10 OS. QP is set to 24. Table 4 shows the execution time
of diferent video sequences. Te ratio of encryption time to

compression time (TPSVE/THEVC) measures the computa-
tional overhead diference between video coding with and
without encryption. Te average value of (TPSVE/THEVC) is
about 0.004%, and it indicates that the encryption time TPSVE
is negligible compared with the compression encoding time
THEVC. Table 5 shows the average ratio of encryption time to

x0 y0 z0 a b c

Figure 11: Key structure of key1 in the PSVE scheme.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

Figure 12: Key sensitivity analysis for the Foreman video. (a) Encrypted frame #1. (b) Encrypted frame #1 with x0 + 10− 15. (c) Encrypted
frame #1 with a + 10− 15. (d) Encrypted frame #1 with key∗2 . (e) Decrypted frame #1. (f ) Decrypted frame #1 with x0 + 10− 15. (g) Decrypted
frame #1 with a + 10− 15. (h) Decrypted frame #1 with key∗2 .

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 13: Edge detection for RaceHorses and FourPeople. (a) and (c) are the original frame #1; (b) and (d) are the encrypted frame #1.
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Table 3: Zpi with identical key1 and key2 for diferent video sequences.

Video sequence
NALU 1 NALU 2

Zp 1 Zp 2 Zp 3 Zp 4 Zp 1 Zp 2 Zp 3 Zp 4

Mobile 5 13436 148 22 1930 88 39 113
Foreman 4 4772 86 16 9 107 1 31
BlowingBubbles 4 8905 119 19 3862 182 513 2
RaceHorses 4 8334 115 19 1802 42 4755 207
PartyScene 6 41877 270 33 9 3311 161 283
BasketballDrillText 5 18084 173 25 730 22 13 37
FourPeople 5 10956 133 21 26 14 122 -
Johnny 5 14311 153 23 35 99 92 1
ChinaSpeed 5 17800 172 25 17 796 23 14
BQTerrace 7 110605 450 45 2 9198 71443 37486
Trafc 7 123685 477 47 7775 74 3343 72751
PeopleOnStreet 7 126169 482 47 1 12960 17 218843

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f )

Figure 14: Replacement attack results for Mobile. (a) encrypted frame #1 substituted by constant 0. (b) Encrypted frame #30 substituted by
constant 0. (c) Encrypted frame #1 substituted by constant 1. (d) Encrypted frame #30 substituted by constant 1. (e) Encrypted frame #1
substituted by a random sequence. (f ) Encrypted frame #30 substituted by a random sequence.
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compression time for some existing schemes with format
compatibility [7, 11, 17, 20, 24]. Te experimental results
show that the ratio (TPSVE/THEVC) is much less than other
existing VEAs. Furthermore, Table 4 also shows the running
time TALL of directly encrypting the entire HEVC video
bitstream using AES-CTR. Te ratio (TPSVE/TALL) is about
52.427%. Obviously, the execution time of the PSVE algo-
rithm TPSVE is much less than that of encrypting the entire
HEVC video bitstream TALL. It indicates that the encryption
efciency is greatly improved by the PSVE algorithm.
Terefore, the proposed PSVE algorithm is highly efcient for
HEVC video encryption.

5.1.8. Compression Ratio and Separability Analysis.
Compression ratio and separability are also two signifcant
indicators for VEAs. Te compression ratio measures the

variation of video size between the original video and the
encrypted video. Most existing VEAs are performed after the
binarization process in entropy coding. However, the arith-
metic coding process may have a slight impact on the
compression ratio [17]. In the PSVE algorithm, the video
bitstream is encrypted after compression coding, so the video
size remains unchanged. As shown in Table 6, the proportion
is 0% for diferent video sequences, verifying that the pro-
posed PSVE scheme has no efect on video compression
efciency. Separability measures the independence between
the video compression coding process and the video en-
cryption process. If a VEA is embedded into the compression
coding process, the structure of the video coding standard is
modifed to a specifc codec including the encryption scheme,
which is thus not applicable to existing standard codecs and
not compatible with other video coding formats. Te PSVE
algorithm is completely independent of the video

Table 5: Comparisons of computational overhead increment.

Encryption schemes Average overhead increment (%)
Scheme in [7] 3.1
Scheme in [11] 2.3
Scheme in [17] 1.2
Scheme in [20] 3.1
Scheme in [24] 2.5
Te PSVE scheme 0.004

Table 6: Compression ratio for diferent video sequences (byte).

Video sequence Original Encrypted Proportion (%)
Mobile 620199 620199 0
Foreman 154732 154732 0
RaceHorses 475015 475015 0
BlowingBubbles 340698 340698 0
PartyScene 1810988 1810988 0
BasketballDrillText 635403 635403 0
FourPeople 312564 312564 0
Johnny 244276 244276 0
ChinaSpeed 1709016 1709016 0
BQTerrace 5087217 5087217 0
Trafc 3747996 3747996 0
PeopleOnStree 11057432 11057432 0

Table 4: Execution time of diferent video sequences (sec).

Video sequence Frame TPSVE THEVC TALL TPSVE/THEVC TPSVE/TALL

Mobile 100 0.132 1902.323 0.242 6.939 × 10− 5 54.545%
Foreman 100 0.035 1533.319 0.071 2.283 × 10− 5 49.296%
RaceHorses 100 0.098 1947.093 0.189 5.033 × 10− 5 51.852%
BlowingBubbles 100 0.063 1660.625 0.127 3.793 × 10− 5 49.606%
PartyScene 100 0.374 7176.022 0.716 5.212 × 10− 5 52.235%
BasketballDrillText 100 0.154 5968.580 0.281 2.580 × 10− 5 54.804%
FourPeople 100 0.065 8527.283 0.124 7.622 × 10− 6 52.419%
Johnny 100 0.068 8630.662 0.130 7.879 × 10− 6 52.308%
ChinaSpeed 100 0.357 10276.239 0.683 3.474 × 10− 5 52.269%
BQTerrace 100 1.040 30276.718 1.971 3.435 × 10− 5 52.765%
Trafc 100 0.870 51304.755 1.651 1.696 × 10− 5 52.695%
PeopleOnStreet 100 2.269 70375.598 4.176 3.224 × 10− 5 54.334%
Average — — — — 0.004% 52.427%
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f )

Figure 15:Te decoded results for H.264/AVC (Mobile, PartyScene, and ChinaSpeed). (a), (c), and (e) are the original frame #1; (b), (d), and
(f) are the encrypted frame #1.
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Figure 16: Te RSNR and SSIM for H.264/AVC. (a) PSNR and (b) SSIM.
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compression process. Tereby, it has separability. With sat-
isfactory performance of compression ratio and separability,
the proposed algorithm is suitable for practical applications.

5.2. AVC Bitstream. Te AVC bitstream was selected as
another example to certify the efectiveness of the proposed
PSVE algorithm. Te videos are encoded into video bit-
streams by the H.264 encoder JM-19.0 and are decoded by
the FFmpeg library. We set β � 0.001. Mobile, PartyScene,
and ChinaSpeed are used to analyze subjective vision of the
PSVE scheme on H.264/AVC. Figure 15 shows the original
video frames and the encrypted video frames. When ap-
proximately 0.1% of the video bitstream is encrypted, the
encrypted frames have obvious distortion compared with the
original decoded frames. To further analyze the visual
degradation, Figure 16 presents the objective indicators for
six test video sequences of diferent resolutions. Both PSNR
and SSIM values show a signifcant degradation, verifying
the validity of the PSVE algorithm.

5.3. Comparative Analysis. Here, the performance of the
proposed PSVE algorithm is compared with several existing
encryption schemes. Table 7 shows the comparison results
concerning key space, chosen-plaintext attack, compression
ratio, separability and time complexity. From Table 7,
existing VEAs are sufcient to satisfy real-time require-
ments, and some VEAs also have a constant compression
ratio. Nevertheless, the encryption position in most existing
VEAs is public, and the key space is only determined by the
cipher technique used in their VEAs. Additionally, most
SEAs fail to resist chosen-plaintext attack, and they are
embedded into video coding without separability properties.
In contrast, the key structure of the proposed PSVE algo-
rithm consists of key1 and key2. key1 determines the en-
cryption position and key2 is the initial key of cipher

technique AES-CTR.Terefore, the PSVE scheme has a large
key space. Besides, since the encryption position is closely
related to NEBSP and the encryption process is completely
separable from the video coding process, the proposed PSVE
scheme is highly capable of resisting chosen-plaintext attack
and satisfes the separability requirement. Terefore, it is
more reliable in practical applications.

6. Conclusion

In this study, a novel video encryption is proposed based
on Z-PRNG. It provides visual protection for HEVC video
and AVC video. Based on the 3D SCL-HMC hyperchaotic
map, Z-PRNG is designed, and it is used to determine the
encryption position in the video bitstream. Subsequently,
AES-CTR algorithm is introduced to encrypt the extracted
bytes. Te performance is analyzed by key space, key
sensitivity, edge detection attack, chosen-plaintext attack,
replacement attack, encryption efciency, compression
ratio, and separability. Te results show that it has a large
key space and high security to resist common attacks.
With a lower proportion of encrypted bytes, the time
complexity is much less than existing VEAs. Furthermore,
the proposed algorithm has an unchanged compression
ratio, and it is completely independent of video coding.
Terefore, the PSVE algorithm lays a foundation for the
development of video VEAs and is applicable in video
security. In the future, the proposed encryption algorithm
will be applied to other information carriers, such as text,
image, and audio.

Data Availability

Te data that support the study can be obtained from the
corresponding author upon reasonable request.

Table 7: Performance comparation (PC1: key space; PC2: resistible to chosen-plaintext attack; PC3: unchanged compression ratio; PC4:
separability; PC5: low time complexity).

Algorithms Encryption position Cipher technique PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5
[3] IPM, MVD, and QTC RC4 2128 No No No Yes
[4] IPM, MVD, and QTC AES 2128 No No No Yes
[7] QTC Logistic chaotic map 2128 No Yes No Yes
[8] QTC Scrambling 5 × 2128 No Yes No Yes
[10] MVD and QTC Logistic chaotic map 2256 No Yes No Yes
[11] IPM, MVD, and QTC AES-CTR 2128 No No No Yes
[13] MVD, QTC, and QP AES-CTR 2128 No Yes No Yes

[14] IPM, MVD, QTC, QP, SAO,MVPIdx, MergeIndex, and
RefFrmIdx AES-CTR 2256 No No No Yes

[15] MVD and QTC RC6 2128 No Yes No Yes

[17] MVD, QTC, QP, SAO, part_mode, MergeIndex, and
RefFrmIdx

Integer dynamic coupling tent
mapping 2256 No Yes No Yes

[21] IPM, MVD, and QTC Rabbit or RC4 2128 No No No Yes

[23] IPM, MVD, QTC,QP, MV ref idx, MVmerge idx, MVP
idx, and SAO AES-CTR 2128 No No No Yes

[26] IPM, MVD, and QTC AES 2297 No Yes Yes Yes
[29] NALU header AES-ECB 2128 No Yes Yes Yes

PSVE VCL NALU body 3D SCL-HMC chaotic map and
AES-CTR 2568 Yes Yes Yes Yes
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